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~th as~umed that teachers in an leT classroom as project managers have 110 in-depth conceptual and

~.nJ(ed\.i(JI knowledge (McCormick, 1997). In the content of technology McCormicK notes that "it is the

pus:; .S:>!OH of conceptual knowledge that makes possible the effective use of procedural knowledge of

pll.;b1>::ms0lvlng". This requires an effective knowledge management and knowledge sharing in the leT

context

:.t~H.ll) detines three different levels of learning actions throughout the COlllph;tic!1 of a
1,··;·,rn;nH 'ta<;K~\'lch as ski!! based action, rule based action and knowledge based action. However, at the
im!),Nienhre based level there is a need for a feedback control. it is possible that a feedback control is (101

effki,;f!); in leT classrooms, \/\/itn a feedback practice learners' could recognize their mistakes and thi',

;mnn."'rliJ"·' their performance for future tasks.

!<no'.':!.;::dge;shoring and transfer in the ler project environment need to be assessed as agile methcdologv

coutd offer innovative inputs into the project group dynamics. Practice show that lCT project teams '..150

P(;<~!h!(;wieage sharing techniques (Granato &. Hinnerson, 2002; Wennstrom &. Eriksson, 2Q06). Teachers
3,;;: ImS'Ye how to approach project planning using agile planning strategies and how to guide the
wgnitiv€, emottonaland creative aspects of the learners. In addition, in terms of learning, experiential

inqu~ry 3f:d Bliided participatory learning is seldom observed in ICf classrooms. Highsmith (2004) states

TPt:' ilroport;;!flCe of mtorrnal communication through agile group dynamics.

Th(~ (;Ut~st,Oll is how do agile project environment empower logical reasoning and information processing

Glr,ahl!jti2~; of 10 project team members? "How can we improve the transfer of competence (si<li1,

kno,;.kc4fS) between learners in iG classrooms?"

"1;',(: focvs of inquiries in this research paper will be the facilitation of agile group dynamics in an ICT

classrocm which serves as a vehlcle to cater for human limited information processing capabilltles

1956; Sheridan &. FeneH,1974; Neerincx, 1995) and ;;l lack of logical reasoning in the ;C1" area

200Gj paper examines the way in whlch tacit knowledge is shared in th~::\
ter project ..based environment. The guiding research questions therefore are:

1. How con agile project planning engage individuals in innovative knowledge shoring?

2 How do agile methods and techniques influence the extent of knowledge sharing within

the project group?
3. d()w do agile group dynamics influence logical reasoning and information processing

capabilities of project team members?
ThiS paper strives toward giving some evidence how knowledge sharing within an agile ;::nd innovative leI'
classroorn has generated advances in our understanding of learning and teaching processes that can

drnmilticaHy improve and change the processes and outcomes of learning and teaching.

f.2 in(;>r;re'licai Background in Building Agile Project Dynamics, and innovative Teaching Clnd

Leanlin(t Withi" tm ler Classroom

1.::.,1 Agiie phiiosophy in teachil1!g and learning
There is the fundamental distinction between traditional practices and agile software devetopment

The focus or agile approach is on concurrent thinking (Ambler, 2002; Highsmith" 2G(4).
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another discipline through homological transfer. Managing the creative process of learners ~scritically

important for teachers as they have a role to play of both sensing and signalling where creative attention

should be focused. The teacher possessing four dimensions of creative intelligence (Jakovljevic" 2Ul2.) has

the opportunity to empower learners with a desire for inventions and innovation.

1,1.5 How to create an innovative dimate within the leT classroom?
Learners have to recognise the particular times of day that are especially conducive to focus on creative

\ovMk, The' appropriate time, familiar objects, surroundings and other stimuli are associative for

inrwvatlvf: states of mind, but these differ among learners (jakovljevk, 2:012:1n press), It is necessary to

3Uerrikm to key elements to unlock creative inspiration, such as; discipline, routine for creative

own iCtiiidency/ccHlstruction system and spontaneity (McGUinness, 2011; Allam, 2(08).

'(,n imwv~~ti\!eJeT classroom is a secure environment with an innovative teacher where the bvggc;:,t

':;n'.:rnks to creativity (fear ot' critics, ridlcule and retrenchment) have been removed. In an innovative leT

d"L5sr'.;Dfl'l learners should develop a 'personal innovation plan' aimed at achieving a better

under<;t;:)ndif'g ot their own creativity through self-awareness of future project chaltenges [Iakovljevtc,

20012).

!n an IPr,o',:a-rive classroom teachers can plan many activities, for example, developing an invention ;de<3,
brainstorming for creative solutions, practising the critical parts of creative thinking, completing and

naci;ng 'the invention and generating marketing activitles (Bis, 2009; Jakovljevic, 2012). In an jqI10V<3ti\,w

.cr classroom learners could chart the llfecvcle of the typical innovative start-up project and explore
lnncvatlon at each stage of development from product design, development through to manufacturmg,

financing, marketing and sales. Good communication, risk-taking and a free learning atmosphere that
includes trial-and-error brainstorming can stimulate the development of knowledge sharing and an agile

snvtrcnment (JaKovljev!c, 2012).

gi1o!l!i'ie'd~fe srHwing: AI? group dynamics ami entrepreneuriat initiatives
It to carry out all project activities if there is a lack of interdisciplinary teams, enthusiastic

teachers <illt! experts from industry. Multidisciplinary teams have been on the rise, who Gln solve

prnble:ns from different perspectives (Svoboda, 2006). Students, the teacher and external professionals
{Hi;' air111ngt.o share and transfer knowledge on creativity and innovation from muit.idiscipiinary

r-rnicct teams are not always solutions, as there may be personal disagreements, weak engagement: and
j-fG{}rmanegernent of the innovation process. According to Cavan (2007) at Sheffield Hallam Univer5it'{,
pr0j(~cts in schools are guided by a network of advisers, subject associations and mentors [Iakovljevic,

2012).

J\!lowing individuals to self-select projects they see as opportunities either to accumulate or to create
~n0w!edf5!:.' is vital for the knowledge enrichment (Felin, Zenger & romsn. 20(9). Teacher should
rm,tivJte learners to pursue entrepreneurship within their profession and to harness "tuncrional"

within an entrepreneurial initiative (Jakovljevic, 2012).Ti:ws, an innovative leT classroom
on <l wider knowledge-sharing environment with project teams that arc transforming

1 t,,;:((~:;ehies into entrepreneurial ventures.
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VlHilin "gUt" grQuj) dvnamics learners develop curiosity such as investigation, exploranon, and to

find Gut new entrepreneurial hidden ideas.There are planned and a wetl-establlshed learning strategies
'.viihin agHe project teams. Learning strategies are divided into wgnitivG st;,ltegy (acqlisiti(m,
,tC1JC[l)(atICfl and uo:,ing of knowledge}, cognitive and metacognitive strategy, motivation and emotlo»

stntf'i!,'V, cocperstioo strategv (Baumeister & Leary, 1995).

1.2.1 Agile p!;3nniftg: communication in an agile environment

There is a fleed for agile planning, execution and controlling in a systematic manner, Teachers

not with adoption of agile methodologies in learning teaching in
ti'l('! (CT context.

AgHe methods are a departure from plan-driven traditional approaches, where the focus is en

generating earlv releases of working software using collaborative techniques, code refactoring,
and on-site customer involvement [Mahanti, 2006). However, there is no agile methodology that

GlO be universally applied and have to be tailored to integrate into existing processes (Mahanti,

C,nlll,I,!1\k"l,ion is ,'.Inessential skW in the project management and it is oft ell listed as one of th.", rnl)st
f!"'.sded,lfeas for improvement. Much information needs to be communicated on " regular basis to «I,

rna}o\' stakeholders inciuding project expectations, goals, needs, resources, status reports, budgets ami

lnforma! communication is particularly important during casual meetings in an agile project environment
th<'!, rd"a!n from a dear and concise communication pian to address project responsibilities. To ensure
time!v and appropriate generation. collection, distribution, storage and retrieval of project inform;.ltion

need to be frequent and short informal communication sessions.

1.3.1 Research approach

The qU<Jlitative, action research approach was adopted for this study seeing that the !e~rning experience

of students' is being investigated in relation to a specific event in a bounded context (Creswell, 1994, Vin,

;'994; walsham, 1.995; Merriam, 1998; Leedy, 2005). The action research was applied to concurrently

creat,,, 2nd examine changes during the design and development of an ICTsystem with innovative agile

ih;~ ,'Wce'<.it'{ (if improving knowledge transfer, reasoning and information processing ski!!s of tearners in

i.n\; Ie! ccntext requires an action research paradigm. Action research is an iterative process with five
phas€s: diagnosing, action planning, action taking, evaluating, and specifying learning (Baskerville &
\Nc.od-Harper, 1996, p. 238; Baskerville & Pries-Heje, 1999). The researcher was thus in a position to
diagnose, pian and implement different agile methods and techniques as the process of a system design

3S9



The teacher recognlsed the problems of teaching software design skills. Through the action research
orocass of diagnosing, action planning, and action taking a variety of agile methods and techniques were
impiem€:nted in the leT classroom.

In this study twenty students from mixed cultural groups were identified, at a tertiary institution.
The students' ,-,,,ere grouped into five teams, with four students in a group. Thus, respondents

presented a purposive convenient sample as they were readily available and inexpensive to this

',indy (M'Hriam, 1998; Patton, 1990; Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2003, Creswell, 1994).

J\ccording to Merriam (1998) the most appropriate sampling strategy in qualitative research is

nou-probabilistic. The most common form of non-probabilitv sample is called the I.HJrpOS1Ve
~;arnpHng that includes convenience sampling. it usually consists of available subjects or

volunteer subjects {Merriam, 1998}.

Ihi' researcher of this study coordinated design of leT projects, Students had to submit four
deiiverables at a defined time 'frame: project proposal, high-level analysis, detailed analysis and

design and prototype.

13,3 tsat« Cotlection Met7wt:ls
'n", prirna1'\' data W(JS collected by means of semi-structured interviews and the hybrids of formal
interdew:; (dyadic interviews; group discussions). Informal discussion-type interviews yield data that are
k,a"y ~p align with observation data (Kumar, 1999). The interviews were conducted to explore, identify
categories and the core aspects relevant to KM, innovation and agile methods in the !O' educational

reea!! discussions were performed in which a team-project manager VJat; shown ;~

(>:corded session extract and then he was asked questions about instances in action. In this form of data

gathering, some cultural and contextual details emerged.

The systems analysis and design processes were observed in formal and informal observation sessions.

The researcher was present in different meetings (releases, quick wins) and other forms of interaction, so

as to observe, record dtscussions and events. Next, all available artefacts produced were utilized for
anaiysis. These include templates, agendas for macro releases, work plans, control reports, design

documents and so forth.

:LSL4Intervention and setting
The purpose of the study was to provide an exploratory analysis of students' and the teacher experience

within an agiie project environment. An exploratory study looks for patterns, ideas or themes.

An i.ig\le dynamic environment was created for an leT module entitled "Software Engineering". An

(lbj€ctiJE; d the project-based course was for students to gain experience in software design, ogd<,;

(n(-~h0do!ogie5., and problem-SOlvingmethodologies. The class met weekly for two hours (WE', 10 wee' $.

rhe students formed project teams of 4 members in each team.

3lO
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Team groups were given a project brief of 'Assume you work within (1 company wittla focus on producing
fnJlOvuU'/e mobile devices jo« old age homes, The manager has asked your team to design 0 software
product to improve nursing care in old age homes'. The students created a prototype of their new
software product and presented that prototype as a final product, The students were taught all major
topics of software product design process.

Students had 15 minutes task to present their project idea to an expert board of teT professionals and

educators. The expert board evaluated project ideas that resulted in the selection of a winning concept to

move forward with by testing the ideas with clients in a real-world business environment. The project I
was evaluated against the following requirements:

:c1 TI-;(:use of :agile:methods/techrueues to underlie tasks undertaken, and a demonstration that methods
were used

2. Thi; completion of each project deliverable in an innovative way

:~. The degr<;e of novelty originality and technical application of the project deliverable.

Th;;: following learning aspects in the leT classroom were diagnosed as problematic: understanding of I
~\toW;ln'IIYdi1g technique:>, understanding of a traditional system design and standard data Ho\;v dlagrams.

".,1",7"1"';'" in the application of methods were subsequently planned, and the foi!owing methods I
,",'lei 'tedln~que$ were implemented through action research approach and evaluated by the learners and
the teacher: mnovartcn agile strategies, conceptual mind-maps" te!hng and predicting, communication

~ki!Ls. entrepreneurial initiatives, show time, agile planning, discipline of dialogues and activity reports.

i~g;k; methods and techniques were applied in an organized manner with the support of learning

theories. These methods are better utilized if they are integrated within appropriate lnstructicnal

:tl';;l'tf!l~ie$such as experiential inquiry and guided participatory learning in the leT classroom.

VVlthin lhe agde project environment students developed conceptual mind maps that assisted in product

The researcher instructed students how to draw/construct a map (usua!!y on paper h, <3 torrn of

conceptual map or U~jj!1g software) that shows the route of the 'heart' of the issue. Conceptual mind
maps assisted learners in developing strategic thinking necessary for requirement engineering

{Jak()'Jljevic, 2002; Mishra, 2010}, The concept mapping helps in representing the logical structure of the

intended lnformation system with input, processing and output elements placed in the visual field of

h~;:,rners.,The purpose of the concept mapping is to visually depict procedural knowledge pathways.

Swdcnts \N;~fe trained how to write project activity reports and agendas for short project sessions.

:::t,ide nts wore taught how to engage in entrepreneurial initiatives, Teacher instructed tear;') members

bow to apply and predicting methods and dialogues. A reporting method/device elects deti;ils of

",'ester-tiay, today and tomorrow' aristng from the need to 'look into the future'. People are notoriouslv
bad in predicting the future .

.1.3.5 Data Am;r/ysis Methods
l\n;::!ysis of data consisted of examining, finding patterns, themes and constructing categories {Yin, 199,1;
hIleni;"ln1. 1998}, According to Merriam (1998) qualitative research focuses on processes, meaning, emu
understanding, the product of a qualitative study is richly descriptive. Words and pictures rather than
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!Hlr;~ber:,aro used to convey what the researcher has learned about a phenomenon (!Vien icH.t 1992).

'Sw'V(:Y research mayor may not be the best research method to analyze the impacts of agils methods, !11

liE'!.' ,.)£ <:;l!<JHt<ttivemethods, which viled richer experiences' (Bodje &8alaji, 2012: 23) .

.f\ (onstant cornparatlve method was applied which includes comparison of data within interviews and
h":Lw",,:n interviews. The constant comparative method involves comparing one segment of da1a
(interview and observanonat data) with another to determine similarities and differences, Data were

·"r"H,,",pd t>:>getberOf! snnllar dimension. This dimension was tentatively given a name. The patterns in
data "Jere Mranged in relationships to each other in the building categories (Creswell, 2008\, In addition.

qUJili[ii(IVe data analysis was conducted largely by the way of content analysis in theory
1992; Merriam, 1998). in this way data was svsternaticallv grouped into units of

,~r;(""lnmp <lnd uh.inwteiv summarized in thematic patterns.

This study is characterized by the use of two different data sources, the teacher uno the students, and

mu!t!nie d2t.~ g<Jthering methods. In addition, according to the peer/colleague exarntnatlon and the
researc 1€'f'S awareness of blases, these aspects of data collection and analysis contribu te to th€ reliability
of rbis research (Creswell. 1994; Yin, 1994}. A rich and extensive description of the phenomena that is
studieri, contributes to the external validity of this research (Merriam, 1998). The qualitative work with
its narrative and ethnographic character does not veer from the criteria for data-integrity and
researchers intellectual honesty.

Neces3ary preparations were performed to improve essential competence if! the field, which included

the da.-ifka;:ion of biases and assumptions (leCompte, Preissle & Renata, 1993; Creswell, 19':H).

inlt'%viev,ltransrrjpts and observational protocols contain raw data that were analvsed using qualitative
an,:;lysis rflEt!,Otis (tvlerrian, 1998). Presentation of raw data from interview transcripts and ooservanonal
r'!-:'wrlr~\k?'n~bevond the scope of this paper.

Tht; n':'x.tsections endeavour to present the findings based on students' and the teacher's and
j'i"ri:H.I:Sm:[\ reeard[og the application of agile methods and agile group dynamics in the H:r classroom

through the discussion-type interviews, group discussions, observations "me documents
ali"dy';;::;. Thus analvsed data in a form of categories and corresponding evidence for devised categories is

~j{e$ented in th(~ following section.

1,.4.1 Finding.s regarding students' and the teacher experience of agUe project

environment in the teT classroom

,(l;t the egg of the project the researcher evaluated students' views on the usefulness of the

aglle methodology. The four categories emerged:

i\, tne use of conceptual mind maps simplified the overall assessment of the intended system
empuwering students' knowledge transferring in the ICTclassroom

Ii. Fnttcprenewiof initiatives initiated enthusiasm and innovative climate in the fCT classroom

I '

I
I
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C. Piannin{j frequent show time meetings with dialogues positively influenced students' detection and
correction c1 reosomnq errors in a system design

f}r Fteauent oroiect report'ing in a form of 'yesterda», today and tomorrow' telling and predicting
feedbacks encooraqed information processing capacity of learners and protect outputs.

The fiJlkiwmg paragr,1phs present evidence related to the students' and the teacher's experiences with
regard to agile methods and the agile dynamic environment.

Th0 students; felt working through the agile project environment gave them a good experience
011the process. One student said "The project provided me with a proctko! exnerience

thai: otherwise I WQ(ild not have gained just b,,{traditional design environment",

The students felt, that the way the project tasks were organized and how desffJr:1 process was
a!linlQ~d'Mit?! the project management helped them to get a better about
ht,vJ to ~pplV imow!edge sharing, problem solving and tiiiil1icing in an innovative w;w.

Th'i? comments regarding concept mapping were recorded during the interviews with students'. "'...!

cannot .rOUCiW flowcharts ...I prefer maps ...it qivestne an overview of the whole system and its components

Th", teacher made the following comments observing students: " ...Throuqb recurrent short

meetings students exchanged their comments that influenced their detection and correction of
logical errors in system design ...they enjoyed planning 'short time' meetings ... II

observancns notes indicated that a wide communication network in a real-world environment enhanced

students' knowledge sharing and system design skills, "... Students were thinking reffective!v.. ciearty
applying their cognitive skills at an appropriate level of complexity".

Ohservaticlfla! notes also revealed: "During frequent communication sessions with experts from industry
students tNere if/spired with regard to entrepreneurial initiatives In the agile project environment. This
%1{lS vi.,ifJ!e:during the project presentations. Each team formed a company with company colours,
business cords ond posters. II

Orl!,"student commented during the interview "... marketing, it is a good ideo ...! am geWnq voiuabie

experience.: Another student reported during the interview "it went welt daring oroiect dellverabte

Tr:icDSI?S .. we need a networking with businesses ...we like this kind of knowledge shoring".

The teacher commented in the observational protocol: " ...the students' expressed their dedication and
excit-:ment in jinding 0 solution to a reo I-world business problem ... During the tecbnku; assessment oj the



c,}'ste""IS, team members cleariy shared their client-based business experience and knowledg2 th(W learnt

in tha reoi-wcrki business environment".

rUfd;E"rm(!r8,~students commented in the interview that "",having finks with the reoJ..i!fc environment,

UN? cou.ld exci'lange kiecs, ask auestiors, observe ond use some business ootumemottoas.: ".

Stuf1I:':nts 2iso commented during the interview, "communication of requirements across stages ~
reens frequent short meetings .unere are too many details and errors ,,,( forget eosuv wha~
hapoenet! eartier ". now t can think deeper".

Students named these sessions as 'yesterday, today and tomorrow'. The activity report provided '" fu!!

iK(:ou~Hng f);, all software changes, additions, and comments made by each team member. Teacher's
rc'''~m~!1,''indicated that "...Discussions (lnd brainstorming sessions were true reflections oJ stotients'
!c;nowff.!dgeshoring orocesses.. recurrent reporting in a form of 'yesterday, today and tomotrow' proje:t

SlOtt' flr)e! activities positively influenced students' information processing cooocitv"

The} tr21"lsf0f of innovative ideas and knowledge ski!!s during frequent face-to,face ccmmunicatton

S!'5S!Om W2lSaiso evident in the analysis of project documentation,

The above nndings indicate some key aspects of the agile Innovative project environment thJt may

inHuenctc the rnotivstion 01' learners to undertake knowledge exchange activities in the Icr classroom,

i.\giic methodclogies offer flexibility; students can meet often for a brief session in an informal way, in

addiiioi1, agile methods and planning were particularly beneficial to improve comrnunlcattcn and
understanding of requirements. Thus. creating an agile project environment was an opportunity for

stdt'nt~;to share information in an innovative way and empower their logical reasoning and knowledge

Pp(il;lnS their memory wasn't overloaded within agile group project dynarnic:;.

The f,nciings lndicated that ague group dynamics could be a promoting factor for productive concurrent

thinking, information processing capability and problem-based learning. The frequent short sessions, and

worbn~ closely with experts from industry were some efficient learning strategies. Students had the

opportenitv to create variety of activities in their internal agile environment which ultim<:ltely leads to the

>\"';;>0"g'21"1C(; of novelty and the creation of new knowledge and innovation.

WhHe students were exposed to different modes of learning, they were able, through an informal
learning environment, a race-to-race communtcatton, in discussion groups to improve the~r de:.lre for

i;~.nO\l;lt!On,Thus, students fulfilled the knowledge management cycle such as knowledge identification,

Imuwledge generation, knowledge codification, knowledge storing, and knowledge sharing and
kn'[Y\Ai';0('jg,,~ spplication. Students feel confused in the object-oriented software design with complex

m;.1p:i of US,," cases due to the nature of human limited information processing (Graham ,1994; Blaha ~l!&

However, some cultural and contextual aspects emerged. Few students didn't want to transfer theIr

knowledge to other team members either because they didn't see any benefit they would gain by doing



this, l'bey didn't know how to include this process in their work, or simply because they would rather
d((;lO\8 their Urn,?to tfif.:ir own tasks that bring them tangible benefits. Perhaps, there was a nef,!d for"
sustained practice in an undetermined time frame.

Hv buHding on experiences from previous projects, project estimation and quality assurance can be
perfected. To facilitate knowledge sharing it is necessaryto highlight the importance of frequent personal
interactions that include meetings with industry experts to discuss new project ideas. Teachers' ability to

innovate is visible through their enthusiasm to create an entrepreneurial environment that is particutarfv

!'vitient through its well-establi~.h('d agile learning culture.

The results of this study and features are tacitly in line with the philosophy agile methodologies and

KII/1processes ensuring the integration of major aspects and their ordered How within an project

CiwinJnment.

j ,6 \:orll.:ltlsioi) am~ Recommendations

The f(lilowing conclusions and implications for learning and teaching in an Icr classroom can be drawn

from this ;nquiry:
'" Some agile methods (innovation agile strategies, communication skllls, entreoreneurtal

initidtives, show time, agile planning, discipline of dialogues, conceptual mind-maps, activity

r(;pOrl;S) Sf;T$ out a foundation to assist in innovative knowledge transfer within the leT

classroom. These methods could assist in the formulation and design of 2J possible flew

integrated software development approach.
'" AgEe methods support a structured approach in systems analysis and design. Agile methods

resemble human information processing thus minimizing memory overload and Increasing nli:'!

CjtJality of logical thinking.

'" Experientia] inquiry" and guided participatory learning in !eT classrooms are powerful lnstructional
methods to improve group dynamics and knowledge sharing and transfer.

q ln the promotion and enhancement of students' concurrent thinking and problem solving skills

appropriate attention should be given to a multidisciplinary climate within the leT

classroom.
<. (.l(~sig1iinga svstsmatlc and innovative learning environment within an agile project dynamics can

help students to develop their conceptual and procedural knowledge (McCormicl" 1997).

B·~ca"ise variations in agile methods implementation were not assessed, implementing and re-
evaluating the agile methods by the teacher and learners could contribute to a more accurate
conclusion regarding specified learning in the ICT classroom. Future research could highlight
innovative methods for building agile project dynamics as well as barriers for cognitive.. emotional
~mctcreative aspects of iearne,s in the leT context.
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